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“Red Bull Racing’s continual stand-out performances within the world of Formula 1 have 
provided us with the ideal inspiration for this time-piece, which we believe perfectly reflects 
the team’s energy and excellence.”   
 
Mark Webber said: “I’ve always liked the EDIFICE watches – their functionality is useful 
when I’m cycling and travelling overseas to Formula One events. This latest Red Bull Racing 
edition looks the business and I will be wearing it during the forthcoming season.” 
 
Christian Horner added his own comment after the event: “I think that the watch strikes a 
nice balance between form and function – it looks smart and incorporates the Red Bull 
Racing brand as well reflecting our commitment to on-track speed and accuracy.” 
 

---Ends--- 
 
For more information, please contact Luke Drake or Tom Tremayne at 
CasioEdifice@prismteam.com 
 
 
About Casio 
CASIO is one of the leading manufacturers of electronic consumable goods worldwide. Since it was founded in 
1946, the company has dedicated itself to faithfully developing products that stand out from the crowd thanks 
to the latest technology and innovative design, in line with its guiding philosophy of "creativity and 
contribution". 
 
Today, the global CASIO spectrum of products ranges from watches, digital cameras, mobile phones, electronic 
dictionaries, computers, music instruments, projectors, cash point systems, mobile terminals through to 
electronic components such as LC Displays. 
 
About EDIFICE 
With shared values of “Speed and Intelligence”, EDIFICE and Red Bull Racing are a perfect match and Casio has 
been an official partner of the Red Bull Racing team since 2009. Under the concept of “Speed and 
Intelligence,” the EDIFICE line of analogue metal watches evokes a sense of velocity and motor-sports energy 
with the movement of the hands and distinctive watch face. Casio has renewed their partnership with Red Bull 
Racing until the end of 2013. 
 


